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In this quick tip, we're going to look at the course to course navigation feature. This feature 
allows us to instantly jump from one Blackboard course to another without having to always 
keep coming back to the Welcome page, to use the list that you find them than my courses 
panel.  

 

So I'm on the Welcome page to start here and normally you would just be looking for a 
module that you want to jump into. So let's just go into this one, and let's pretend I've done a 
little bit of work here whatever that may be; looked up some information, contributed to the 
discussion boards for instance and I want to go to another one of my modules. So we can go 
up to this little menu here, this downward Chevron button and I can click that, and I get a list 
of recently visited modules, and I get a list of all the other courses or modules that I'm signed 
up to. Now if you're signed up to a lot this list can become a little bit unwieldy, so mileage 
may vary on how useful that is.  

 

In the main, I use this feature for the recently visited list here though as generally speaking I 
find that over the course of a week for instance I'm often in and out of the same modules and 
as such it can be quite handy. 

 

So I'll just jump into this module instead and you can see there that I'm now in a different 
blackboard module.  

 

The one small caveat here over this recently visited list sometimes the latest module can 
take a little while to update, but I normally find in practice this actually isn't an issue as I'm 
not normally jumping back to a module I've just been in, it will normally be one that I was in 
an hour ago or yesterday.  

 

Thanks for watching. 
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